NXT

Flexible Mobile, Digital, and Voice Banking Platform That Puts User Experience First
SINGLE PLATFORM FOR YOUR
ENTIRE DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

FLEXIBLE, OPEN AND API-BASED
FOR LIMITLESS CUSTOMIZATION

Drive greater value with NXT by bringing mobile,
online, and voice banking together in a single, flexible
platform with flexible integration potential.

A modern technology stack, open architecture, and
deep core banking integrations lend endless integration
potential for NXT. FIs gain even greater flexibility by
pairing a multi-tiered permission-based framework with
a centralized, highly configurable administrative portal
for exceptional levels of insight and configuration.

By empowering users through a unified approach,
NXT sits at the heart of your digital ecosystem. Its
deep integrations with Alogent’s complete product
suite enable the sharing of data cross-solution,
turning information into business intelligence with
reduced friction and a centralized hub that
reduces fraud.

BLUR THE LINES BETWEEN DEVICES

NXT’s API driven backend, open architecture and endto-end SDK, afford customization and unprecedented
third-party integration potential now, and well into
the future – an essential component for any bank’s or
credit union’s success.

It takes more than mobile and online offerings to
compete for a customer’s or member’s loyalty,
which is why Alogent’s laser focused on the user’s
journey. NXT delivers simplicity with a single, fully
integrated digital platform that futureproofs your
digital banking platform.
Sitting at the heart of your user’s experience, NXT
is a centralized hub for all mobile, online, and voice
banking – bringing simplicity to the user and a
competitive advantage to your institution.
Designed with a unified approach from the ground
up, NXT ensures consistency across all touch-points.
Features on a desktop site are available on a mobile
app or responsive browser – enabling flexibility,
convenience, and uniformity regardless of how the
user chooses to bank.
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SCALABLE AND FLEXIBLE
DEPLOY YOUR WAY

TO

Scalable to address financial institutions of all sizes
– ranging from community banks and credit unions
to international institutions – NXT allows you to
seamlessly interact with customers and members
when, where, and how they want to do business, with
flexible deployment options.

